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Abstract
We discuss an interactive approach for personalized informa-
tion retrieval. Applying such approach allows users to create,
store, and consume content that assists them in carrying out
their current domain-speciﬁc tasks. The approach is ground-
ed to the theory of distributed cognition, which emphasizes
the involvement of external elements in thinking processes.
We extend the scope of distributed cognition theory by apply-
ing it in the Semantic Web, where the content consumers and
creators can be software agents in addition to humans. This
leads us to consider the beneﬁts and limitations of ontologies
in the information retrieval process. We formalize and dis-
cuss a model for information usefulness determination. The
model combines the level of understanding the information
with the level of relevance assigned to the information. The
understanding is based on whether the agent trying to make
use of the information has access to the ontology/ontologies,
to which the piece of information in question conforms. As-
signing the relevance, instead, is based on the agent’s prefer-
ences combined with contextual details currently characteriz-
ing the agent. Finally, we discuss a case example, where the
information usefulness determination is applied.
Introduction
Inthe1990speopleﬁnallyconfrontedinformationoverload,
a phenomenon envisaged already over twenty years earli-
er (Tofﬂer 1970). This was mainly due to the Web’s expan-
sive growth. Since the Web is an open environment where
anyone can create content, people accessing it continuously
come across material created by someone unknownto them.
Typically people can make sense of the textual content they
access, as longas theyspeakthe languageinwhichit is writ-
ten. However, the emerging Semantic Web (Berners-Lee &
others2001)bringssoftwareagentsin additionto humanbe-
ings as content consumers—and possibly also creators. Un-
derstanding the content by both kinds of agents therefore
presupposes the usage of ontologies or something alike.
This paper discusses ontologies, but also—and more
importantly—recognizesthe fact that conforming to ontolo-
gies is not enoughin informationallyrich environmentssuch
as the (Semantic) Web. For coping with information over-
load, useful material should be ﬁltered from available Web
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content. How the usefulness is determined and utilized in
information ﬁltering, is one of the main topics of this paper.
The work is grounded on the theory of distributed cog-
nition, which emphasizes external elements participating in
cognitive processes of thinking creatures. We see the distri-
bution of cognition as a powerful method for both explain-
ing and designingactions involvingthe Web. In the physical
world in which the distributed cognition theory has tradi-
tionally been applied, the external elements can range from
pen and paper to calculators, computers, and other people.
The virtual world, in contrast, changes the situation, since
the external elements are digital in nature.
We approachthe informationﬁltering problemin the Web
by introducing a thinking tool called the Semantic Note. Se-
mantic Note is a piece of information realized as a set of
statements. It is used for distributing domain-speciﬁcally
useful information assisting an agent in performing some
speciﬁc task. Whenever a situation in the Web is entered,
should there be accessible Semantic Notes available, the in-
formationcontainedin themis typicallyprovided. However,
if the number of accessible Semantic Notes is large, useful-
ness of each is ﬁrst determined. Prior to providing them,
they are also sorted based on the usefulness, and some are
possibly considered irrelevant and left out.
With the creator’s permission, a Semantic Note can later
on be consumedby others in addition to the creator. Sharing
SemanticNotes with others in particularpresupposesthe us-
age of ontologies. This is because understandinga Semantic
Note is very crucial in the usefulness determinationprocess.
In addition to the understanding, the context of the eval-
uator is taken into account in the usefulness determination
process. Context can be given various more speciﬁc mean-
ings, but generally it refers to anything that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity, in turn, can
bea person,place, or objectthat is consideredrelevantto the
interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and the application themselves (Dey & others 2001).
User context is important to grasp in many Web applica-
tions. This entails trying to ﬁgure out what the user is doing
or about to do in various situations, and what information
there is that would be relevant to the user in these situations.
The context detection task becomes even more relevant in
mobile scenarios where the user is on the move and typical-
ly accessing the Web with a wireless device. The changingsurroundings form a rich context around the user, and can
be utilized when ﬁltering suitable content for provision. In
our approach the user proﬁle is formalized as a set of rules
utilized in matching the information content with the user’s
current context. If the user’s current context has a match
with a statement via the proﬁle rule, it increases the useful-
ness value of the Semantic Note in which that statement is
found. In addition to giving formalizations to understanding
Semantic Notes as well as consideringthem relevant, we de-
scribe a case example in which these are put to use.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next
section we present the theory of distributed cognition, and
how it can be applied in the Semantic Web. The section af-
ter that discusses and formalizes the information usefulness
determination. Thefollowingtwo sectionspresentacase ex-
ample where the information usefulness determination has
been applied. Finally, we outline related work followed by
concluding remarks.
Distributing Cognition in the Semantic Web
This section discusses the theory of Distributed Cognition,
and especially how it can be extendedin a Web environment
by taking advantage of the Semantic Web technologies.
Extending the Distributed Cognition Theory
Generally, the theory of distributed cognition emphasizes
the involvement of external elements in cognitive process-
es. The research subjects of distributed cognition research
have traditionally been humans, and the external elements
taking part in cognitiveprocesses have been any entities that
are outside the human brain. Examples of these external
elements are books, calculators, rulers, maps, and other hu-
mans (Hutchins 1996). Releasing the cognitive load has tra-
ditionally been identiﬁed as the main reason for distribut-
ing cognition. In this kind of distributed cognition research,
where the research subjects are human beings, considering
the design and usage of ontologies has not been essential.
We extend the scope of distributed cognition research in
a way that results in ontologies having a more central role
in the investigation. In the Semantic Web software agents
in addition to human beings can be content creators and
consumers. In order to understand a piece of content, an
agent has to have access to the ontology to which the con-
tent conforms. Along the same lines, software agents in
addition to human beings are seen as creatures distribut-
ing their cognition. This differs from the traditional con-
ception of computer involvement in distributing cognition,
where human has always been the center of cognitive pro-
cesses, and computer programs have only assisted (see for
example(Hollan & others2000;Albrechtsen& others2001;
Fjeld & others 2002)). In other words, we see computation
instead of computers as an important medium for distribut-
ing cognition (Dourish 2001). Computation can be realized
as a process involving both humans and software agents.
When distributing cognition, an agent interacts with its
surroundings through the processes of externalization (also
called objectiﬁcation (Fjeld & others 2002)) and internal-
ization (Vygosky 1978; Leont’ev 1978). More speciﬁcally,
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Figure 1: Means of distributing cognition
externalization refers to the process of grounding cognitive
capabilities to the environment, and internalization to re-
trieving cognitive assistance from the environment. Since
this paper concentrates on determining information rele-
vance with regard to the current task of an agent, the fo-
cus is mainly on internalization part. Note however, that an
agentexternalizinginformationcan assist the subsequentin-
ternalizationactivitybyspecifyingtheontologytowhichthe
information conforms. This makes information retrieval an
interactive process depending also on how the information
is created, serialized and stored in the ﬁrst place.
Another difference between distributing cognition in the
physical world and in the Semantic Web is the nature of the
media with which the cognition can be distributed. In the
physical world, anything conceivable to a thinking creature
can be used for distributing cognition. Typically these are
physical structures (Kirsh 1996). The Semantic Web nar-
rows the scope of distribution media, as Figure 1 depicts.
Human agents (HA) can distribute their cognition to cal-
culators, notebooks, tools, and so on, but software agents
(SA) only to media accessible from the virtual space they
reside in. Both forms, digital and physical, have their own
beneﬁts, as noted by (Dourish 2001). In principle also soft-
ware agents could use physical structures for externalizing
their cognition, for example by printing on paper. More-
over, should the software agent have access to machine vi-
sionequipmentwithpatternrecognitioncapabilities,it could
even internalize cognition from the piece of paper. These
rare scenarios are depicted by the narrow arrow in Figure 1.
Distributing Cognition with Semantic Notes
We referwith theterm SemanticNote to entities transmitting
some meaningful piece of information, such as a deﬁnition
of some complex concept, or instructions for completing a
procedure. The domain of information in Semantic Notes is
unrestricted,as mentionedin (Toivonen2004). It means that
a Semantic Note can contain a deﬁnition of a complex con-
cept from any area. Therefore, the Semantic Note is better
deﬁnedfunctionallyas capturingthe state of a cognitivepro-te ti
ae ai
tx
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Figure 2: Semantic Note explicates the state of a cognitive
process distributed into Web
cess’s subprocess, which involves the Web. Figure 2 depicts
this. After the externalization time, denoted by te, the Se-
mantic Note (n) can go throughchanges which can have im-
pact on its internalization at ti. Considering these changes,
however, is outside the scope of this paper.
A distinct featureofSemantic Notes is their purpose: they
are often consumed and created in situations needing infor-
mation for completing some domain-speciﬁc task. A Se-
mantic Note can thus be conceived as a tool. More speciﬁ-
cally, due to the domain-speciﬁcity, Semantic Notes can be
considered as tools for some task, meaning that they do not
have a purpose as such, but only in relation to the task they
are used for (Dourish 2001; Heidegger 1927).
The Semantic Notes form a new “personalized” layer of
information on top of other material in the Semantic Web.
Semantic Notes can be characterized by comparing them
with grocery checklists, which are created at home while
checking what is missing from the refrigerator, and con-
sumed in the grocery store either by the creator, or by some-
one else. Clearly this sort of analogy does not apply to
all content in the Semantic Web. An important common
denominator for Semantic Notes is that they are represen-
tations one or more entities, and therefore always refer to
something. This fact entails that even though the Semantic
Web dramatically restricts the kinds of objects for distribut-
ing cognition, it makes the usage of ontologies easier. All
material in the Semantic Web is referred to with a URI, and
this naturally applies to Semantic Notes as well.
Despite the fact that the same content carried by Seman-
tic Notes should be accessible to both humans and software
agents, we acknowledgethat often these two kinds of agents
have different roles, as they do in most Semantic Web sys-
tems. Humans make use of parts in Semantic Notes inacces-
sible to most software agents (for example content written
in natural language), and vice versa. In contrast, software
agents can providedecision supportfor humans operatingin
contextually rich environments. They can try to make use
of the contextually meaningful parameters in the Semantic
Notes, as well as trust-related factors, but unlike humans,
pay no attention to the (unstructured) message contents.
Yet another extension to the traditional scope of distribut-
ing cognition is that releasing cognitive load is not the only
motivation for doing it. We identify the need for informa-
tion reuse and sharing as additional motivators for distribut-
ing cognition. Sharing Semantic Notes can be viewed as
asynchronous broadcast where the agents deliver domain-
speciﬁc informationto each other. Having informationshar-
ing as a purpose also raises the emphasis on ontologies.
Determining the Usefulness of Semantic Notes
Although understanding the meaning of a piece of informa-
tion is necessary for an agent to determine whether it is use-
ful or not, it is still often insufﬁcient as such. In this section
we ﬁrst present an ontology-basedapproachfor determining
how much of the information in a Semantic Note is under-
stood. Subsequently, we formalize a way for an agent to
determine whether some piece of content is relevant or not.
Combining agent’s understanding of the information with
this relevance value enables it to determine the usefulness
value of the information. This, in turn, can be used as a ﬁlter
in personalized information retrieval. Some formalizations
foundin this section were originallypresented in (Toivonen,
Pitk¨ aranta, & Riva 2005).
Semantic Notes and Ontologies
Semantic Notes consist of statements. Statements are
opinions about states-of-affairs, such as The Web site
‘http://virtual.vtt.ﬁ/virtual/proj2/dynamos/’ is created by
Santtu Toivonen. The terms in a statement can be organized
in the subject-predicate-object model of RDF, and conform
to concepts in an explicitly deﬁned ontology. This kind of
machine-understandability is especially important for soft-
ware agents in order to make use of the Semantic Notes.
UsingRDF, theabovestatementcouldbe deﬁnedas follows:
<rdf:Description rdf:about=
"http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/proj2/dynamos/">
<dc:creator>Santtu Toivonen</dc:creator>
</rdf:Description>
Of the above RDF excerpt’s terms, only the predicate
(dc:creator) explicitly refers to an ontology, namely
that of the Dublin Core metadata elements (Dub 1999).
Combining the notion of statements with the approach
adopted in (Williams & Ren 2001), an agent can be said to
understanda statement foundin a Semantic Note as follows:
An agent (a) understands a statement (s), iff all the terms (t)
constituting it conform to concepts (φ) found in an ontology
(o), which is accessible to a. That is,
understands(a,s) ↔∀ t :( t ∈ s →∃ φ :
(conforms(t,φ) ∧ φ ∈ o ∧ access(a,o))).
We assume that one statement is either understood or not
understood by an agent. In principle a more speciﬁc deﬁni-
tion could be given based on the understanding of the terms
constituting the statement. In the above RDF excerpt, for
example, the agent could be said to understand the meaning
of the subject (a web page) and the predicate (creator) but
not the object (literal “Santtu Toivonen”). This would entail
that the agent understandstwo thirds of the statement. How-
ever, for our purposes a statement is on a more appropriate
level of granularity. By applying a function und we assign
the statements values, denoted by su, as follows:und(s)=su =
(
1 if all terms (t ∈ s) are understood
0 otherwise
(1)
nu representsthe agent’s level of understandingof the Se-
mantic Note (n). Let Sn be the set of statements included in
n so that s1,s 2,...,sk ∈ n, where k = |Sn|. nu receives
values between 0 and 1 based on the number of understood
statements (su1,s u2,...,suk ∈ n) divided by the number of
all statements in the Semantic Note (|Sn|) as follows:
0 ≤nu =
1
|Sn|
|Sn| X
i=1
sui ≤ 1 Sn  = ∅
nu =0 Sn = ∅
(2)
Determining Information Usefulness
We deﬁne the information usefulness as a combination of
understanding the information and considering it relevant.
How the individual statements of the Semantic Note receive
their relevancevalues, however,differsfromthe understand-
ing. Assigning relevance to individual terms makes little
or no sense. This means that the relevance of a statement,
which in turn determines the relevance of a note, is formed
based on some other criteria.
We apply a rule-based approach for determining the in-
formation relevance. The information content, of which the
relevance is to be determined, is connected with user con-
text via general preference rules speciﬁed by the user. The
user context describes some essential details about the us-
er’s current situation, for example her location and current
activity. Both the information content (that is, the Seman-
tic Notes) and the user context are realized as sets of state-
ments. Ifthereexists a term(tctx)in astatementfoundinthe
user context, as well as a term (tn) in a statement found in
the Semantic Note so that both of those conform to respec-
tiveconcepts(φctx,n) whichare navigablefromtheconcepts
(φr1,r2) foundin the rule (r), the rule is said to be applicable
(ra). That is,
∃tctx : conforms(tctx,φ ctx) ∧∃ tn : conforms(tn,φ n) ∧
navigable(φr1,φ ctx) ∧ navigable(φr2,φ n) → ra
where navigable(φx,φ y) means that there exists a network
of concepts and relationships, realized as one ontology or
several connected ontologies, that enables navigating be-
tween φx and φy. A positive match indicates that an ap-
plicable rule is found, as well as suitable values to satisfy it.
Negative match means that there exists an applicable rule,
but that the statements plugged in it do not have suitable
values. In order to assign relevance values for the Semantic
Notes utilizing the applicable rules, we deﬁne the following
abstract function:
app(ra)=rm =
(
1 positive match
0 negative match
(3)
Thefunctionappis realizedas variousconcreterules, that
determine the relevance assignment (rm, where m denotes
“match”). The applicablerules (ra) as well as the match val-
ue (rm) are utilized in the relevance equation for Semantic
Notes. Let Ra betheset ofapplicablerules,ra1,r a2,...,rak,
wherek = |Ra|. TheSemanticNoterelevance(nrel) canre-
ceive values between 0 and 1 as the ratio between the sum
of the match values (rm1,r m2,...,rmk) and the number of
applicable rules (|Ra|):
0 ≤nrel =
1
|Ra|
|Ra| X
i=1
rmi ≤ 1 Ra  = ∅
nrel =0 Ra = ∅
(4)
Depending on the case, more ﬁne-grained equations for
relevance determination could be given. For example,
some part of the relevance determination could be context-
sensitive, that is, dependenton the currentsituation in which
the relevance determination task is taking place, whereas
other factors could hold across all possible contexts of the
relevance evaluator. One could also consider the impact that
trust assigned by the relevance evaluator has on the determi-
nation process. Trust can be aimed directly to the content,
or to the creator of the content (Golbeck & others 2003).
Moreover, context can actually inﬂuence the trust assign-
mentandthereforetherelevancedetermination,as discussed
in (Toivonen& Denker2004;Toivonen,Lenzini, & Uusitalo
2006). In this work, however, we do not decompose Equa-
tion 4 into more speciﬁc parts.
Finally, the information usefulness (nuse) of a Semantic
Note is deﬁned as a weighted combination of understanding
(nu) and considering it relevant (nrel). We assign weights a
and b to the individual parts of this equation, since in some
application areas the relevance determination plays little or
no role, whereas in other areas it is more important.
nuse = a ∗ nu + b ∗ nrel (5)
where 0 ≤ a + b ≤ 1 and a,b ∈ R+.
Processing Semantic Notes for Relevance
This section discusses the rules which are applied when de-
termining the relevance of a Semantic Note. General pro-
cesses of going through both the available Semantic Notes
and the statements within one Semantic Note are presented,
as well as some rule kinds that are used. Examples of these
rules are given in a pseudo code. However, should there
emerge a need for publishing these rules, they could be ex-
pressed in rule language such as SWRL, the Semantic Web
Rule Language (Horrocks & others 2004).
Figure 3 depicts the states of going through the set of
available Semantic Notes in order to determine their rele-
vance. For scalability, some pre-ﬁlteringcan be done for ex-
ample based on the rules that apply across all possible con-
texts. The user’s proﬁle rules that apply with regard to her
current context are applied. Note that the user can deﬁne
whether some rule is mandatory or not. Should there ex-
ist mandatory rules, or strict preferences (Wellman & Doyle
1991), they have to be satisﬁed by all notes that go through
the relevance determination process.User's Info in Memory
User's Rules in Memory
Available Notes in Memory
Mandatory Rules in Memory
Note Relevance Calculated
Sorting Notes Based on Relevance
get user's info
and ctx attributes
get user's rules
mandatory 
rules found
check for 
mandatory rules
no mandatory rules;
get all available notes
check next note
get notes matching
mandatory rules
check next note
calculate note's
relevance
provide user with
selected notes
no more notes
Figure 3: States of going through available Semantic Notes
for determining their relevances
Figure 4 depicts going through the statements of a Se-
mantic Note for determining its relevance. It can be embed-
ded in bottom-left corner of Figure 3 (TRANSITION:C AL-
CULATE NOTE’S RELEVANCE and STATE:N OTE RELE-
VANCECALCULATED). Thisapproachis simpleinthesense
that all statements are considered equally important. How-
ever, they could also be assigned weights and ordered, for
example as in (Wellman & Doyle 1991; Fishburn 1999).
There are number of ways for specifying the relevance of
a statement in a Semantic Note so that the current context of
the user and her preferencesare taken into account. Figure 5
depicts the general matching of a Semantic Note with a user
context. Each statement in a Semantic Note is compared
with each statement in the user contextuntil either a positive
match is found, a negative match is found, or there is no
match and the next statement is taken into consideration. A
positivematchresultsinincreasingboththenumerator(rmi)
and the denominator (|Ra|) of Equation 4 by one and the
negative match increasing only the denominator by one. No
match results in leaving the Equation 4 unaffected.
Typically the matching between Semantic Notes and user
contexts dependson the values of the statement objects. The
matching can be based on deﬁnitions and relationships in an
ontology (for example ﬁnding out exact or close matches in
the concept hierarchy/network),or on datatype comparisons
(like string matching or numerical comparisons). One rule
can concernone or more statements of a Semantic Note, and
also one or more statements of the user context. These dis-
tinctionswill beshownbythe subsequentexamples. A com-
monthing forall the rules is that the connectionbetweenSe-
mantic Notes and user contexts is based on matching, which
is stored in the user proﬁles accessible to the system.
Statement in Memory
All Statements Processed Statement Processed
Analyzing Applicable Rule
Negative Match Found
Positive Match Found
no more
statements
check next
statement
check next
statement
check next
applicable rule
check next
ctx attribute
no applicable
rules found
no more ctx
attributes
degree of
satisfaction
calculate
note's 
relevance
compare 
statement
values
more rule parts to be satisfied / 
check next applicable rule
increase number of
applicable rules by 1
negative match
with user's ctx
positive match
with user's ctx
increase number of 
applicable rules by 1 
and note relevance by 1
Figure 4: States of going through statements of a Semantic
Note for determining its relevance
A Case Example: Delivering Personalized
Information to Recreational Boaters
This section gives a case example of applying the informa-
tion usefulness determinationin practice by implementingit
as a set of rules, which are applied when ﬁltering content for
the users. We ﬁrst give an overview of the project in which
this work is conducted, then consider the actual rules, and
ﬁnally present the information usefulness values generated
by applying these rules.
DYNAMOS Overview
We have applied the above information usefulness deter-
mination approach in a research project DYNAMOS1.D Y -
NAMOS combines two areas in context-aware research,
namely business-to-consumer (B2C) systems providing
customers with 3rd party information, and consumer-to-
consumer (C2C) systems for users to share information in
a contextual manner.
In DYNAMOS, mobile users are dynamically provided
with relevant descriptions of available services potentially
of interest to them given their current situations. This en-
tails taking into account the users’ contextual details such as
time, location,andactivity. Inaddition,andmoreimportant-
ly with regard to the informationﬁltering and distribution of
cognition,DYNAMOS enables the users to annotate the ser-
vice descriptions and share them with each other. The users
of the DYNAMOS system can create and share also content
that is not related to services. Therefore, in total there are
three kinds of content, namely service descriptions, service
1Dynamic Composition and Sharing of Context-aware Mobile
Services, http://virtual.vtt.ﬁ/virtual/proj2/dynamos/NoteStatement
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Figure 5: A general depiction of matching a Semantic Note
with a user context
annotations, and user notes. A more extensive description
of DYNAMOS can be found in (Riva & Toivonen 2006).
Recreational boaters were chosen as the user group to be
studied in DYNAMOS. An example of a useful service de-
scription to that user segment would be an advertisement of
a guest harbor. A typical annotation might be a rating of
that guest harbor either in natural language and/or by giv-
ing “stars”, and a user note could be a warning about the
potentially dangerous route to the guest harbor during low
tide. Relating this with the terminology used in this paper,
all these three kinds of content can be considered as Seman-
tic Notes. Even though it is not feasible to think that a ser-
vice provider is “releasing its cognitive load” by creating
service descriptions, such descriptions can assist the users
of the system to perform cognitive tasks.
As is typically the case in context-aware information pro-
vision systems, the users’ contextual details are either auto-
matically estimated (such as location with GPS) or manu-
ally entered by the users themselves (such as activity, that
is, what the user is currently doing). Based on this kind
of information the users are provided with appropriate con-
tent, for example nearby guest harbors. In DYNAMOS the
users have proﬁle ﬁles containing information characteriz-
ing them. This informationis in the form of rules, which are
used to provide the users with appropriate Semantic Notes.
Matching Content Based on Proﬁle Rules
As an initial requirements study, we conducted interviews,
in which we asked twenty recreational boaters several ques-
tions relatedto their boating habits2. 70% of the interviewed
boaters thought that a system like DYNAMOS would assist
them in daily boating routines in general. However, one of
the ﬁndings was that the interests and information needs of
the boaters vary a lot based on their current activities. Gen-
erally, the information needs are the biggest when on the
move(90%), approachingharbor(80%),or departingharbor
2The DYNAMOS boater interview skeleton is accessible at
http://virtual.vtt.ﬁ/virtual/proj2/dynamos/interviews/
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Figure 6: The simplest means for navigating from a Seman-
tic Note statement to the user context
(65%). In contrast, only 5% of the boaters mentioned hav-
ing information needs after departing harbor. Typically the
boaters either plan their trip before departing the harbor, or
later on after the departure activities have ceased, and there-
fore have not much information needs right after departure.
Based on the interview results which show that informa-
tion needs vary while engaged in different activities, we en-
abled the DYNAMOS users to specify activities in their pro-
ﬁle ﬁles. More speciﬁcally, the activities can be associated
with various interests. While sailing, a user can be interest-
ed for example in information related to guest harbors. A
simple rule like this follows the structure depicted in Fig-
ure 6. In order to save space, the following RDF/OWL ex-
cerpts lack the namespace deﬁnitions. In reality, the user
context, Semantic Note, and the rules for connecting them
are deﬁned in separate ﬁles denoted by respective names-
pace declarations. First, the Semantic Note has the follow-
ing statement, which informs the category of the service it
describes:
<Service rdf:ID="GuestHarborX">
<hasCategory rdf:resource="#GuestHarbor"/>
</Service>
The user’s context description has a statement informing
the user’s currentactivity, which is in our currentimplemen-
tation manually inserted by the user, because it is very difﬁ-
cult to detect the user’s activity automatically. We acknowl-
edge the fact that having users to manually change their ac-
tivities is not desirable, and that automatically retrievedcon-
text attributes are much more user-friendly. However, given
the user interview results which state that the activities are
very important with regard to information needs, we have
settled for the manual insertion of the activity by the user.
<User rdf:ID="UserCtxI">
<currentActivity rdf:resource="#Sailing"/>
</User>
Finally, the user’s proﬁle rules have the following deﬁni-
tions for connectingthe Semantic Note and the user context:<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="interestedIn">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceCategory"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
...
<Activity rdf:ID="Sailing">
<interestedIn>
<ServiceCategory rdf:resource="#GuestHarbor" />
</interestedIn>
</Activity>
The following is a simple pseudo code representation
of the general rule, which maps the service category of a
service described by a Semantic Note to the current con-
text of the user with the help of the connecting predicate
interestedIn, found in the user’s proﬁle:
[Category rule:]
1 IF ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasCurrentActivity, ctx:Activity
2 ctx:Activity, prof:interestedIn, srv:Category
3 IF srv:Srv, srv:hasCategory, srv:Category
4 THEN note.relevance += 1
5 note.apprules += 1
6 ELSE note.apprules += 1
The namespace deﬁnitions ctx, prof, and srv indi-
cate user context, user proﬁle, and service, respectively. The
above rule states, that should there be a speciﬁc activity de-
clared in the user context (1st line) which is in the proﬁle
mapped to a speciﬁc service category (2nd line), if the cur-
rent Semantic Note includes a description about a service
belonging to that category (3rd line), the nrel, denoted in
the rulebynote.relevance,is increasedby1 (4thline).
|Ra|, denoted in the rule by note.apprules, is also in-
creased by 1 (5th line). If that service belongs in some other
category, note.relevance remains unaffected and only
note.apprules is increased by 1 (6th line). If the Se-
mantic Note has no statement about the service category,the
second IF clause is not reached, and the Semantic Note’s
relevance value remains unaffected.
Suppose that the user has instead expressed her interest
in boating in general, while she is at harbor. The service
category for guest harbors is modeled as a subcategory of
boating. This means that in order to provide the user with
the Semantic Note describing GuestHarborX, navigating in
the category hierarchy is inevitable.
<ServiceCategory rdf:ID="GuestHarbor">
<subCategoryOf>
<ServiceCategory rdf:ID="Boating"/>
</subCategoryOf>
</ServiceCategory>
...
<Activity rdf:ID="AtHarbor">
<interestedIn>
<ServiceCategory rdf:resource="#Boating" />
</interestedIn>
</Activity>
In addition to guest harbors, boating can have other sub-
categories such as boating supply stores and ﬂoating docks,
and services matching these would also be provided to the
user expressed interest in boating.
Our system currently makes no difference between
whether it ﬁnds an exact match, or a match somewhere
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Figure 7: Matching based on two proﬁle rule predicates
else in the category hierarchy. For us this solution is suit-
able, since the service database we are currently utilizing3
has simple two-layered categorizations for services, such
as archipelago/accommodation. However, a potential future
development for the matching would be to take the distance
in the hierarchyinto account when matching,for example as
proposed in (Stojanovic & others 2001).
The user can also deﬁne multiple constraints to be sat-
isﬁed by a Semantic Note. This is depicted in Figure 7.
For example, the user can state that while sailing, she wants
to receive “ofﬁcial” information about guest harbors that is
created by service providers. Such information can be for
example facility listings, directions and approaching maps.
Afterwards, while already at harbor, she can be interested in
any boating-related information, as mentioned. In addition,
she can state that during this activity she is more interested
in content created by the users of the system. Examples are
opinions and ratings about various boating-related services
around the harbor area.
[Double predicate rule:]
1 IF ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasCurrentActivity, ctx:Activity
2 ctx:Activity, prof:interestedIn, srv:Category
3 ctx:Activity, prof:prefCreator, srv:Creator
4 IF srv:Srv, srv:hasCategory, srv:Category
5 srv:Srv, srv:hasCreator, srv:Creator
6 THEN note.relevance += 1
7 note.apprules += 1
8 ELSE note.apprules += 1
We also acknowledge the cases where someone wishes
to receive information about services that have been rated
high enough by the users. As described above, the users can
givenumericalratings (or“stars”) aboutthe services provid-
ed to them and include these ratings in service annotations.
3Provided by Turku Touring: http://www.turkutouring.ﬁMatching like this is based on datatype comparison, which
is depicted in Figure 8. Say that the user wishes to receive
information about services that have been rated four stars or
more by other users. The next service annotation therefore
satisﬁes this rule:
<ServiceAnnotation rdf:ID="HarborAnnotationY">
<creator rdf:resource="#UserB"/>
<rating rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">4</rating>
<refersTo rdf:resource="#GuestHarborX"/>
</ServiceAnnotation>
The following rule captures the actual matching based on
restrictions like the one above. Two namespaces are intro-
duced here: ann refers to concepts used in annotations cre-
ated by users, and xsd indicates XML Schema, which con-
tains datatype deﬁnitions used in OWL. Note that the below
excerpt makes no restrictions on who has produced the an-
notation and the rating. Should the user wish to consider
only ratings created by a speciﬁc user or a group of users,
the creator information of the above excerpt could be uti-
lized in the rule base. Here the rating rule is applied to one
speciﬁc activity only, but it couldbe applied across activities
and service kinds.
[Rating rule:]
1 IF ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasCurrentActivity, ctx:Activity
2 ctx:Activity, prof:interestedIn, srv:Category
3 ctx:Activity, prof:minRating, xsd:Int1
4 IF ann:Ann, ann:refersTo, srv:Srv
5 srv:Srv, srv:hasCategory, srv:Category
6 ann:Ann, ann:hasRating, xsd:Int2
7 xsd:Int2 >= xsd:Int1
8 THEN note.relevance += 1
9 note.apprules += 1
10 ELSE note.apprules += 1
As mentioned above, the user can state whether she wish-
es toretrievecontentcreatedbyserviceprovidersorbyusers
of the system. Service annotations are created by users, but
they always refer to services descriptions, which are created
by service providers. If the user has declared the preferred
content creators in her proﬁle, the matching process takes
that into account. Based on the abovedeﬁnitions, while in at
harboractivity, UserA would receive the this service annota-
tion. While in sailing activity, in contrast, she would receive
the service description, to which this annotation refers. This
shows one of the hybrid content provision model’s strengths
and novel features: Even if one wishes to receive commer-
cial content, one can ﬁlter it based on user opinions.
Another important matching that is based on datatypes
takes place when ﬁltering content that is either referring to
or created at a location spatially close enough to her. In our
system the service descriptions and user contexts can have
coordinates4 associated to the services they describe. The
following excerpts show the locations of a guest harbor and
a user:
<Service rdf:ID="GuestHarborX">
<serviceLocation rdf:datatype=
4We describe coordinates using the WGS84 notation:
http://www.wgs84.com
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"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
lat60.185926926long24.82605626
</serviceLocation>
</Service>
<User rdf:ID="UserCtxA">
<currentLocation rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
lat60.180798553long24.818225408
</currentLocation>
</User>
Here the coordinates are given as one string that is parsed
by the system. Another option would be to ground the lon-
gitude and latitude values to a GIS ontology, for example as
describedin (Chen& others 2004;D¨ urr& Rothermel 2003).
Suppose that the user wishes to receive information about
services that are no further than ﬁve kilometers from him.
After converting the locations to a form that enables com-
paring their distance, the following expression can capture
the matching process:
[Location rule:]
1 IF ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasCurrentActivity, ctx:Activity
2 ctx:Activity, prof:interestedIn, srv:Category
3 ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasLongitude, xsd:Float1
4 ctx:Ctx, ctx:hasLatitude, xsd:Float2
5 ctx:Activity, prof:maxRange, xsd:Float3
6 IF srv:Srv, srv:hasCategory, srv:Category
7 srv:Srv, srv:hasLongitude, xsd:Float4
8 srv:Srv, srv:hasLatitude, xsd:Float5
9 sqrt((xsd:Float1 - xsd:Float4)ˆ2 +
10 (xsd:Float2 - xsd:Float5)ˆ2) <=
11 xsd:Float3
12 THEN note.relevance += 1
13 note.apprules += 1
14 ELSE note.apprules += 1Evaluation: Assigning the Relevance Values
In order to demonstrate the impact of proﬁle rules to rel-
evance determination, suppose that we have two ﬁctional
users, Bob and Jane. Mandatory rules are omitted from this
example in order to better illustrate the impact of statement
relevances. Bob has the following rules in his proﬁle:
1. When in sailing activity, interested in guest harbors.
2. When in sailing activity, interested in textual content.
3. When in at harbor activity, interested in boating.
4. When in any activity, maximum distance to content is 5
kilometers.
Jane has a richer rule base:
1. When in sailing activity, interested in guest harbors
2. When in sailing activity, interested in content created by
service providers
3. When in sailing activity, maximum distance to content is
9 kilometers
4. When in at harbor activity, interested in boating
5. When in at harbor activity,
(a) interested in content created by users AND
(b) interested in content with minimum rating of 4 stars
6. When in at harbor activity, maximum distance to content
is 2 kilometers
7. When in at harbor activity, interested in multimedia con-
tent.
In addition, we have two user contexts, Ctx I and Ctx II.
In orderto comparethe impact of the rules, assume that both
users can be in both of these contexts. The contexts have on-
ly two statements, which concern the user’s current activity
and location. For the sake of readability, the longitudes and
latitudes are here combined into a single number denoting
location:
• Ctx I
– current activity = sailing
– current location = 14
• Ctx II
– current activity = at harbor
– current location = 1
Finally, we have three content: one service description
(GuestHarborX), one service annotation (HarborAnnota-
tionY), and one user note (NoteZ):
• GuestHarborX
– creator class = service provider
– location = 7
– service category = guest harbor
– text content = “GuestharborX is open from mid-March
to...”
– multimedia content = approachmap.jpg
• HarborAnnotationY
– creator class = user
– location = 2
– refers to = GuestHarborX
– rating = 3
Table 1: The usefulness values assigned to Bob and Jane
based on their rules with equal weights (0.5) assigned for
understanding the Semantic Notes (nu) and their relevance
(nrel).
Guest- Harbor-
HarborX AnnotationY NoteZ
Bob Ctx I 0.47 0.73 0.50
Ctx II 0.55 0.65 0.58
Jane Ctx I 0.80 0.73 0.33
Ctx II 0.55 0.53 0.33
– text content = “GuestharborX has a nice atmosphere.
There you can...”
• NoteZ
– creator class = user
– location = 4
– text content = “Be careful in this narrow passage when
the wind is...”
By combining the above information we can come up
with the usefulness values depicted in Table 1. We as-
sume that every statement apart from the content (multi-
media or textual) is understood by the system. For ex-
ample, HarborAnnotationY, which has ﬁve statements, of
which four are understood by the system, has the nu value
( 1+1+1+1+0 ) /5=0 .8. However, should the content
be structuredand machine-readable,also the statements in it
could be analyzed by the system and taken into account in
the understandability determination.
For the sake of example, let us consider how the nuse for
HarborAnnotationY is constructed for Jane when she is in
thecontextCtx II.Ofthesevenrulesinherrulebase, theﬁrst
three are not considered as applicable (ra), since they only
apply when the current activity is “sailing”. The rules (4)
- (7), instead, are applicable, and therefore the denominator
(|Ra|) for Equation 4 in this case is four.
Of the three applicable rules, rule (4) receives a positive
match, since HarborAnnotationY refers to GuestHarborX,
which is a service belonging in a subcategory of “boating”.
Rule (6) is not satisﬁed, even though the distance between
the location where the annotation was created and the lo-
cation of CtxII is smaller than the range Jane has assigned.
This is because the matching of is based on the location of
the service, which the annotation refers to, in this case to
location “7”. Finally, the only composite rule, namely rule
(5), is not satisﬁed. Part (a) of rule (5) is satisﬁed, because
HarborAnnotationY indeed is created by a user of the sys-
tem. However, because the rating of the annotation (3 stars)
is below the minimum rating (4 stars) assigned by Jane, part
(b) of the rule is not satisﬁed. The conjunction denoted by
the “AND” operator causes the whole rule (5) not to be sat-
isﬁed. Note that rules can be composed using other opera-
tors too, such as disjunctions and substitutions, which might
have different effects on the relevance calculation (Koutrika
& Ioannidis 2005).
By summing up the relevance information we can con-
clude that the relevance value for HarborAnnotationY for
Jane in the context Ctx II is ( 1+0+0+0 ) /4=0 .25.Table 2: The usefulness values assigned to Bob and Jane
based on their rules with 0.8 weight assigned for relevance
and 0.2 for understanding.
Guest- Harbor-
HarborX AnnotationY NoteZ
Bob Ctx I 0.39 0.69 0.40
Ctx II 0.52 0.56 0.53
Jane Ctx I 0.92 0.69 0.13
Ctx II 0.52 0.36 0.13
Finally, we can combine this with the above-mentioned un-
derstandability value and the equal weights (0.5 for both)
using the Equation 5, and receive the value visible also in
the Table 1, as follows: 0.5 ∗ 0.8+0 .5 ∗ 0.25 ≈ 0.53.
Depending on the threshold, we can ﬁlter different con-
tent for Bob and Jane in different situations. For example, if
the threshold is 0.6, HarborAnnotationY would be relevant
for Bob when he is either in Ctx I or Ctx II. As for Jane,
GuestHarborX and HarborAnnotationY would be consid-
ered relevant when she is in Ctx I, and nothing when she
is in Ctx II.
The values can be ampliﬁed by emphasizing either the
understanding or the relevance. Tables 2 and 3 depict this
effect. If relevance is emphasized with 0.8 weight, as in Ta-
ble 2, the 0.6 thresholdyields providingHarborAnnotationY
to Bob when he is in Ctx I, and nothing when he is in Ctx
II. Jane would receive GuestHarborX and HarborAnnota-
tionY when in Ctx I and nothing when in Ctx II. Since more
statements are generally understoodby the system than con-
sidered relevant based on the proﬁle rules of users, empha-
sizing the relevance factor more than the understanding fac-
tor causes greater differences between the Semantic Notes.
With 0.8 weight assigned to relevance causes the Semantic
Note values to have the variance of 0.05 and standard devia-
tion(SD)of0.22,whereaswithequalweightsthesenumbers
are: variance 0.02 and SD 0.15. With 0.2 weight assigned
for relevance the valueas are: variance 0.01 and SD 0.09.
Related Work
An interesting research area for the theory of distributed
cognition since its beginning has been to ﬁnd out how com-
puters and computer programs can assist humans in dis-
tributing cognition. The impact of computers on the dis-
tribution of cognition has been investigated for example
in learning situations (Perkins 1993), when ﬂying an air-
plane (Hutchins & Klausen 1996), onboard an aircraft car-
rier (Hutchins 1996), and in adaptive furnishing and inte-
rior design (Kirsh 1998). Our approach differs from these
in the sense that computer programs and computers are not
only objects participating in distributed cognitive processes
of humans, but that certain computer programs can actual-
ly be the subjects of distributing cognition. In addition, we
recognize other reasons besides the acute need for releasing
cognitive load that motivate distributing cognition.
Personalizationanduserproﬁlinghasbeenaroundaround
before the Web (Rich 1979; Kobsa 1993). However, the
vast expansion of the Web has boosted the interest on
Table 3: The usefulness values assigned to Bob and Jane
based on their rules with 0.2 weight assigned for relevance
and 0.8 for understanding.
Guest- Harbor-
HarborX AnnotationY NoteZ
Bob Ctx I 0.55 0.77 0.60
Ctx II 0.58 0.74 0.63
Jane Ctx I 0.68 0.77 0.53
Ctx II 0.58 0.69 0.53
the subject and multiplied the number of research efforts
concentrating on personalized information ﬁltering. Some
examples are (Sieg & others 2003; Liu & others 2004;
Srivastava & others 2000). These have also inﬂuenced com-
mercial applications like Amazon. Typically the approaches
on personalizedinformationretrieval are based either on au-
tomatic monitoring of the user’s behavior for deducing the
probable preferences, or on manual insertion of the prefer-
encesbytheuser(Koutrika&Ioannidis2005). Thethirdop-
tion is a combination of these. Our current approach makes
use of manual user proﬁles, most importantly with regard to
the notion of “activity”, but nothing prevents us from either
replacing the manual user proﬁles or alternatively comple-
menting them with automatically deduced preferences. For
example, after monitoring the user’s behavior long enough,
the system could deduce that with certain probabilitythe us-
er’s activity during weekdays between 9AM and 17PM is
“working”, and provide the user with material she has typ-
ically showed interest towards when engaged in “working”
activity.
Commenting existing Web content for one’s own pur-
poses, as well as sharing those comments with others, has
been investigated for example in terms of the Annotea
project (Kahan & others 2002). The notion of Web anno-
tations has also been applied in CSCW when working on
shared documents(Cadiz & others 2000). We extendthe ap-
proach of these work in the sense that we include contextual
parameters of the content creator in the annotation,and later
on use those parameters in information ﬁltering.
In our case example we combine two research traditions
in context-aware systems, namely B2C approaches provid-
ing customers with commercial or other 3rd party infor-
mation (see for example WebPark5, (Mostefaoui & Hirs-
brunner 2004; Yang & Galis 2003)), and C2C approach-
es for users to share information in a contextual manner
(see for example (Pascoe 1997; Espinoza & others 2001;
Burrell & Gay 2002; Busetta & others 2004)). The novel-
ty of our approachwith regardto these systems and research
efforts is its combinatorial nature via the hybrid service pro-
vision model.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presentedandinteractiveapproachforinformationﬁlter-
ing. The approach is part of a larger effort of extending the
theory of distributed cognition to new virtual environments
5The WebPark project:
http://www.geodan.nl/uk/project/WebPark/WebPark.htmsuch as the Semantic Web, where the information creators
and consumers can be software agents in addition to human
beings. More speciﬁcally, information ﬁltering is an impor-
tant component of the internalization process carried out by
an agent who wishes to make use of external elements while
carrying out a cognitive task related to some domain.
We gave formalizations for determining information use-
fulness, which can be used in information ﬁltering. In par-
ticular,we concentratedon understandinga pieceofcontent,
as well as considering it relevant with regard to the current
task/context. We deﬁned a thinking tool called Semantic
Noteforcapturingapieceofinformationassisting whencar-
rying out domain-speciﬁc tasks. The applicability of the ap-
proach was explicated by deﬁning several concrete rules for
determining the information relevance of Semantic Notes,
and discussing them via a case example involving users in a
contextually rich domain, namely recreational boating.
Potential development areas for the information useful-
ness determination include a mechanism for calculating the
“distance” between concepts in a network, and use that as a
component for relevance determination. In addition, we are
considering structured contents in Semantic Notes and how
tousethemwhencalculatingusefulness. Oneareaforstudy-
ing this is content related to weather conditions. 95% of the
boaters we interviewed mentioned the use of mobile phone
as a device for retrieving information about weather condi-
tions while they are offshore. Should the weather informa-
tion have structured content for wind direction and speed,
temperature, humidity, and so on, the system could use that
information in relevance determination. A user could de-
ﬁne a rule stating “on sunny weather, interested in outdoor
restaurants”. The actual weather information could be de-
livered by a 3rd party or alternatively from other boaters
equipped with the needed sensors delivering weather infor-
mationto the system. Assigningweightsto the statements in
aSemanticNoteisanotherinterestingfutureresearchtheme.
The information usefulness determination could be ap-
plied in other context-sensitive domain areas. In a popular
sports event,the spectatorscouldﬁlter the informationabout
the ongoing game based on their preferences—for example
based on the membership of a certain fan club. It is envis-
aged that the framework would work also in professional
domains. As an example, consider a service description re-
ferringto manufacturingequipment. Variousactors working
with it could attach annotations revealing about the current
status of the equipment. These annotationswould be ﬁltered
to the actors based on their proﬁles and contexts.
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